What can I do to jumpstart my weight-loss? I’m worried my surgeon is not going to be happy because I didn’t lose as much weight as he expected.

The woman speaking these words had sleeve gastrectomy six months ago and has lost 47 pounds or 51 percent of her excess weight. She also:

- Ran her first 5k
- No longer shops for plus-size clothing
- Enjoys exercising five times per week
- And is “feeling great for the first time in years”

But, to her, all of these successes are dwarfed by the number on the scale. Sound crazy, or maybe you have been this woman (or man)?

These are the conversations I have with patients far too often due to fixation on weight-loss goals. It’s time to start measuring success beyond the scale.
MISTAKES IN MEASURING SUCCESS
In a 2012 issue of the *Harvard Business Review*, Michael Mauboussin writes about a common mistake that many businesses make: using the wrong metrics to measure success. We make the same mistake in the healthcare world when we use weight as the only measure of success. After all, in the words of Dr. Arya Sharma, “Health is not measured in pounds.”

WHAT’S WRONG WITH WEIGHT?
As Mauboussin explains, the best metric for success will consistently be changed by the actions that you are taking. In other words, if weight is the best measure of success, it will change in a predictable way from your healthy actions.

The problem is that weight is not always predictable, and it doesn’t tell the whole story. You can lose weight in unhealthy ways or you can start healthy habits and not always see a change in weight. Plus, body factors, like muscle mass, bone structure, and water, affect weight.

BOTTOM LINE: The actions that make you healthier do not always lead to weight changes. This doesn’t mean weight is a bad metric. It just can’t be the only way by which you measure success.
**Know Your Real Goal**

To measure success, you need to know your real goal. I don't think that “losing weight” is the real goal for many people. We often say that our goal is to “lose x number of pounds” because we closely tie weight to health, success and being accepted. Also, weight is easy to track.

But I think your real goal is probably about health, or energy levels, or confidence, or feeling comfortable. Your real goal is to have a better quality of life, in a physical, mental, and/or emotional way. That type of goal is not measured by weight alone. If you think of weight-loss as the goal and use weight to define success, you are missing the big picture.

---

**How to Measure Success**

We need to look beyond the scale to measure success. So where should we look? It will vary from person-to-person based on their goals, but I’d like to offer a few patient-inspired ideas.

---

**Body Measurements**

Sometimes you can lose body fat but not see a big change on the scale. Since muscle weighs more than fat, you might be maintaining or building lean muscle. If you are a numbers person, body measurements are a helpful number to track instead of just weight. Taking measurements of your waist, hips, arms, and legs when you start your health journey will give you a way to measure progress throughout time. Taking pictures will also help you to see the changes in your body.

---

**Clothing Sizes**

Even without taking body measurements, you can use clothing as a guide. Are you:

- Losing pant or dress sizes?
- Comfortably wearing clothes that had been pushed to the back of the closet?
- No longer browsing the plus-size section?

Then something in your body is changing! In the words of a patient, “I love not having to shop at the Big and Tall store anymore. My clothes are cheaper, I get more variety, and I feel normal.”

One note of caution: be careful that you don’t play the ‘numbers game’ with clothing sizes. Just like the number on the scale, the number on your clothing tag doesn’t define you.

---

**Weight-Related Health Conditions and Medications**

High blood pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes, and sleep apnea are just a few of the health conditions that are related to excess weight. Since starting your health journey:

- Have your blood pressure or cholesterol levels improved?
- Is your blood sugar easier to control?
- Are you taking smaller doses or fewer medications to help with these conditions?
- Maybe you ditched the CPAP?

As one of my patients told me, “Getting off insulin shots was the most important thing to me. I don’t miss those at all!” Fewer medications and fewer health conditions are amazing successes.
Feeling Comfortable in Public Settings

Having extra weight can cause uncomfortable situations in public settings. Maybe you’ve experienced this on public transportation, airplanes, or at the amusement park. I’ve heard my patients’ horror stories of being ‘stuck’ in too-small seats or being told in front of crowds that they are too large to ride the roller coaster with their children.

Did you walk into a room recently without looking for an armless chair? Did you enjoy every ride at the amusement park this past summer? Or maybe you can relate to my patient who can “fit into one bus seat and not feel like I am crushing the person next to me.” Feeling comfortable is so important for physical, mental, and emotional health.

Greater Mobility

Was your weight literally holding you back before? Maybe your joints and low back were achy from carrying excess weight or maybe you needed to use a walker or wheelchair.

It is amazing to see a patient who first entered my office in a wheelchair come walking in on their own months later. It always delights me to hear, “I can cross my legs for the first time in years,” and “I can reach my own shoes.” Sometimes I hear new ones like, “I can climb aboard my boat from the water.” How are you celebrating your new mobility?

Greater Energy and Endurance

Are you bursting with energy since you started your health journey? My patients share amazing stories about their improved energy and endurance. Here are a few snippets:

• “I used to need sitting breaks in the shower. Now I take extra-long showers and I enjoy every minute of it standing.”

• “I remember the first time I came to see you, I had to take two breaks in the hallway and I was still huffing and puffing when I got here. Today, no breaks, and my husband can barely keep up with me.”

• “I used to dread our annual trips to Disney World with the kids because it was so exhausting. This year, I walked the whole park and still had energy at the end of each day.”

If these don’t count as successes, I don’t know what does!

Enjoying Being Active

Extra weight can make it hard to enjoy physical activity. Not only are you carrying extra weight, you might have had an unpleasant exercise situation, which makes it mentally hard to enjoy physical activity. It’s wonderful to hear from patients who are enjoying being active for the first time in years or maybe even ever. Walking, dancing, water exercises, yard work – Are you enjoying being active?

As one of my patients said, “I can measure my progress more in distance and pace when running and biking than I can from looking at the scale.” Another one told me, “I never thought I could enjoy exercise but now I love how I feel when I dance!”
Acknowledge Your Weight without Judgment or Praise

Hopefully this article has you thinking about the many ways to measure success with your health goals. I’m sure you are already adding to the list that I’ve started.

I’ll leave you with this one last story: At the end of each yoga class, my yoga teacher would say, “Acknowledge your practice without judgment or praise.” I didn’t get it. I knew that I shouldn’t judge my yoga practice, but why couldn’t I praise it?

After many weeks, I figured it out. When we judge and praise, we are saying that something is “bad” or “good” and that defeats the whole point of yoga. I think we can use this mindset for the scale too.

So next time you step on the scale, I challenge you to acknowledge your weight without judgment or praise. Take it for what it is: a number, one small piece of a big health puzzle, and certainly not the only measure of success.
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OAC Membership Application

Why Join the OAC? Because it’s the ONLY National non-profit organization whose sole focus is helping individuals affected by obesity. The OAC needs every individual who is concerned about the cause of obesity to join our Coalition. With your voice, we can make a difference in education and advocacy for the millions of individuals affected by obesity.

OAC Membership Categories (select one)
- Individual Membership: $20/year
- Institutional Membership: $500/year
- Chairman’s Council Membership: $1000+/year

Are you joining for the first time, or are you renewing your OAC Membership?
- I am joining for the first time (never been an OAC member).
- I am renewing my membership (have joined the OAC in the past).

OAC Membership Add-ons (optional, but only accessible by OAC members)

Add-on 1: Educational Resources
To order bulk copies of OAC resources, members can purchase educational packages (not required for Institutional and Chairman’s Council Members).

- Standard Package
  - 10-50 pieces/quarter: $50
- Deluxe Package
  - 51-100 pieces/quarter: $100
- Premium Package
  - 101-250 pieces/quarter: $150

Add-on 2: Make a General Donation
Make a tax-deductible donation to the OAC. Your donation helps the OAC’s educational and advocacy efforts.
- $5 $10 $25 $50 $100 Other _______

Contact Information
Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________________ State: _____ Zip:____________
Phone: ________________ Email: ________________

Payment Information
- Check (payable to the OAC) for $_____.
- Credit card for my TOTAL membership, fee including add-ons, of $_____.
  - Discover® Visa® MasterCard® Amex®
Credit Card Number: ____________________________ CCV:__________
Expiration Date: ______________

BUILDING A COALITION OF THOSE AFFECTED

The OAC is the ONLY non-profit organization whose sole focus is helping those affected by obesity. The OAC is a great place to turn if you are looking for a way to get involved and give back to the cause of obesity.

Why YOU Should Become an OAC Member
Quite simply, because the voice of those affected needs to be built! The OAC not only provides valuable public education on obesity, but we also conduct a variety of advocacy efforts. With advocacy, our voice must be strong. And, member is what gives the OAC its strong voice.

BENEFITS TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP

- Official welcome letter and membership card
- Annual subscription to the OAC’s publication, Your Weight MattersSM Magazine
- Subscriptions to the OAC Members Make a Difference and Obesity Action Alert monthly e-newsletters
- “Bias Buster” Alerts, alerting specifically to issues of weight bias
- Immediate Advocacy Alerts on urgent advocacy issues and access to the OAC’s expert advocacy team
- Ability to lend your voice to the cause